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anurag kashyap has shared an open letter by afghan filmmaker sahraa karimi on his social media
handles. karimi, the first female chairperson of the afghan film organisation, had appealed to the
world community to highlight the oppression faced by her nation, as taliban entered the outlying

districts of kabul on sunday. com.anuragkashyap.sting ten.a.zip lsa:machine\sam. this unlocks the
sam folder. it is not required to uninstall any earlier version of sting 10 pro, however, it is advised to
delete those earlier versions from the system. anurag kahol, cto and co-founder of bitglass. together,

we have developed a cloud-based, scalable, multifactor authentication solution for the enterprise.
the onelogin protect otp (one-time password) is sent through your phone to onelogin where it is

validated and then the user is logged in. if the users mobile device is not connected to the internet,
the user can enter the one-time password on the onelogin app portal. as soon as onelogin receives a
valid one-time password, the user is logged in. the goal of the system is to ensure that a user is the
one logging in and not an imposter. so if you are not the owner of the laptop, you can not access the
user account of your friend. the only person who can change the password of the user account is the
owner of the user account. however, when it comes to creating a new user account, the user can not

do it in this way. if you have a home computer, you will probably want to use your own unique
password and not one that is used on many other computers. moreover, you will want to make sure
the passwords are strong and random. its not that hard, but its not any easier than it used to be. for

the most part, you need to use a password manager, and that is the subject of the next section.
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Anurag Gupta: Like at Netflix, they have automation systems for debugging issues, monitoring,
trying to re-launch services. They're also in development for applications so that they can be

deployed in parallel, or if a service or application goes down, you can deploy another instance. And
so in this model, you're trying to get the applications up as fast as possible and then the operations

systems come in, once you get to some level of reliability. Anurag Gupta: I think the automation stuff
is what many people are interested in. But I think the question is, how do you get to the level of

reliability to make sure that this approach is going to work? It's a matter of systems and
infrastructure. How do you get to the point where you're not just a button pusher, but you're actually
giving an engineer enough insight into what's happening, so that they can safely make changes, fix
problems or troubleshoot the system and make improvements? And then the other question is, what
level of automation do you need to accomplish this? So what's the level of automation that you can

do that would let you run your ops reliably? Anurag Gupta: For instance, in general, you have to have
some degree of automation. It can't be a script run with the button push. So a lot of the stuff we talk
about in terms of CI/CD doesn't work so well for ops automation if you're doing infrastructure-centric
automation, because what you're doing is you're using a script to restart the N number of instances.
So that's fine if you're doing a realtime deployment that doesn't require a human to make a real time

decision. But for anything that's longer running, you want to be able to do something, you know,
commit to restarts and stuff like that. So I think there's a lot of automation and experimentation
going on around ops automation in devops, where, you know, there is a focus on deploying and

running code faster. 5ec8ef588b
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